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Make work easy.



Workplace technology and expertise you can trust 
At Agilico we serve more than 14,000 customers who, like you, are on a 
mission to build organisations fully equipped for success in the face of 
rapid and continuous change.

Our shared goal is to maximise operational effectiveness and make work 
easier for people through the use of cutting-edge workplace technology. 

Our expertise and experience spans four key areas:

Managed Print
Services that give organisations a highly dependable, secure and 
cost-effective print capability for their teams.

Information Management & Process Automation
Systems that digitise documents, data and workflow, giving 
people easy access to the processes and information they need.

Agile Working
Solutions that allow employees to operate effectively and 
efficiently no matter where they are.

Telecoms & IT
Services that keep employees, customers and partners 
connected and productive.
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Managed Print Services
Maximise the effectiveness & efficiency of your print infrastructure



Get more from your mission-critical print technology.
Multifunctional Devices (MFDs) that print, copy and scan are the 
cornerstone of workplace technology. They provide rapid, reliable and 
high-quality printing for your teams, while being the gateway to digital 
document management and workflow processes. 

As the largest independent UK managed print services provider of Canon, 
Sharp, Ricoh, Konica Minolta devices and more, we’re expertly placed to 
supply, manage and maintain your MFDs so they’re efficient, secure and 
always ready.

Choose the technology that fits
Think about your current and future needs and work with us to select 
the best print technology. Building an effective print, copy and scan 
capability requires matching your business requirements to the right 
hardware and software. We’ll factor-in your print volumes and patterns, 
we’ll evaluate how much you scan and process digital documents, we’ll 
look at integrations with systems and processes and craft a managed 
print service that fits your needs and budget.

We’re flexible, independent and we’ll help you choose a solution from a 
range of manufacturers.

Trusted expertise
Trust us with your mission-critical print technology and you’ll be at 
the heart of everything we do. Our managed print services focus on 
service excellence throughout the customer experience: from our expert 
engineers who provide outstanding onsite service to our customer 
service teams who deliver rapid, high-quality support. 

We’ll manage, maintain and optimise your print capability while you 
focus on the business.



Information Management
Give your teams the documents & information they need to stay productive



Traditional paper-based processes and a fragmented approach to 
electronic document management can be barriers to effectiveness – 
especially when your teams work remotely. 

An Information Management system will capture, organise, distribute 
and process a broad range of documents and data. You can use this 
workflow to streamline business processes and give your people access 
to the right information anytime, anywhere.

Secure and protect your documents and data
With the relentless rise of cybercrime and the move to more flexible 
working environments, the security and protection of your precious data 
and documents is critical. We’ll help you take a robust and compliant 
approach to information management security – with capabilities such 
as: digital archiving, file encryption, multi-factor authentication, data-loss 
prevention and more.

We’ll make sure your most valuable information assets are properly 
defended and always available.

Scan, organise and process paper documents in your digital workflow.
Capturing and integrating paper assets into your information 
management system will remain a critical part of your operations.

We’ll ensure your teams can process invoices, applications and other 
paper documents from any location. We’ll integrate your multifunctional 
devices (MFDs) to provide rapid scanning and provide onward 
processing with smart capabilities such as: OCR, automatic classification, 
advanced data extraction and more…



Agile Working
Give your remote workers everything they need to be effective



Print, prepare and post outbound mail at the click of a button.
Relying on office-based technology to process outbound mail can 
impact your ability to stay responsive to your customers – especially 
when your teams work remotely. We can provide a Hybrid Mail service 
that allows your people to send documents to be printed, prepared and 
posted, wherever they are. It’s secure, GDPR compliant – with workflow, in-
built auditing, cost monitoring and more…

We’ll help you dispatch key documentation on time, whatever challenges 
you’re facing.

Digitise and accelerate inbound mail handling and workflow.
Handling and directing inbound mail to your remote workers can be 
problematic. We’ll help you build a cutting-edge digital mailroom 
capability that captures, digitises, organises and routes inbound mail to 
the right teams and individuals for processing. You can use intelligent 
document categorisation and information capture to accelerate 
workflow and save time in responding to invoices, applications and 
more…

We’ll make sure you can keep processing inbound mail no matter what.

Give your teams the power to capture and digitise documents and mail 
wherever they are.
If you can’t access your on-site scanners, it’s harder to digitise 
documents and inbound mail. We can keep you productive with two off-
site scanning options: a portable ‘ScanPOD’ system that can be located 
anywhere – or – a fully-outsourced scanning service with optional 
inbound mail redirection. Both offer rapid, secure scanning, automated 
filing, workflow integration and more…



Telecoms & IT
Give your people the power to perform



The right technology infrastructure can transform the effectiveness, 
efficiency and agility of your organisation. It can make your people more 
productive and improve customer satisfaction and team morale. We can 
partner with you to design, deliver and support your digital foundation for 
business success.

Make sure your teams and customers stay connected and 
collaborative.
Traditional on-premise telephony is costly, inflexible and limiting for 
remote employees. We can connect you to our cloud telephony platform 
– delivering an enriched communications experience for your people, no 
matter where they are. 

Using just an internet connection, you’ll get all the capability of traditional 
telephony, plus enhanced collaboration capabilities like Microsoft Teams 
integration, messaging, conferencing and more…

We’ll provide enhanced communications for your people while reducing 
costs and complexity.

Make and take calls directly within Microsoft Teams.
Many organisations are accelerating their plans to transform into more 
agile working environments for their people. Microsoft Teams is often a 
critical component of that transformation. By connecting your customer-
facing telephony capability with MS Teams, you’ll enable your staff to 
communicate and collaborate, whether they’re in the office, or on the 
move.

We’ll help you embrace a streamlined and unified approach to 
communication.
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